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 FLYING LESSONS for  

November 10, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
A reader sent this to me over the weekend: 

Extremely unfortunately, we had a fatality at my home field KMYF [Montgomery Field, San Diego, 
California] this afternoon. Details are emerging, and the below is what I know. 

N700YZ, a Cirrus SR20 that is just two years old and is in excellent shape (I flew this very aircraft two 
weeks ago) was flown by a student pilot on his 2nd solo flight. The pilot made five successful turns around the 
pattern to full stop landings. On final on [his] 6th pattern, the pilot reported trouble with the trim – potentially 
a trim runaway. Tower instructed the Cirrus pilot to go around. He complied, lost control of the aircraft, and 
stall-spun. 

Of course, it will take some time for all the details to emerge. Still, a few key learnings are below: 

• In every aircraft equipped with electric trim or autopilot, the pilot MUST know how to override 
the electric trim or the autopilot system. (In the Cirrus, pressing and holding the red autopilot 
disconnect button also disables the trim). I usually identify and mark the electric trim and autopilot 
servo circuit breakers, so I can pull them in need. 

• Every aircraft is certificated to be controllable even with a failure of the trim system. 
Specifically, the Cirrus SR20/22, even with elevator trim stuck all the way back, does not require 
inordinate amount of force to control. 

I was on frequency, returning from teaching an aerobatic lesson. The time from the pilot mumbling about 
the trim to the crash, was very short. The pilot was flying the last pattern at a much higher speed on final 
than on the prior pattern. ATC instructed him to go around, and that was the straw that broke the camel’s 
back – saturated the [student] pilot and led to the stall-spin. 

I read this posted on the open BeechTalk bulletin board: 
 I was preparing to takeoff…when this occurred and saw the entire accident sequence 

• Pilot reported a trim problem to ATC, no specifics other than that. 

• Aircraft flew down the runway at approximately 150-200 [feet AGL], vacillating up and down by 
several degrees (maybe 15° or so). 

• Power was high; if not full, it was nearly so. 

• Airspeed slowed during the sequence. 

• Tower asked the pilot to go around and [to] offset north. 

• Around the time of being asked to offset, the pilot started a right turn that got progressively 
steeper, and eventually ended with a wing low, rapid descent into the ground. 

• Emergency response was very slow; I’d say 8-10 minutes. 

[The] pilot, said to be a student pilot (solo) has passed away. Please keep the pilot and his loved ones in your 
thoughts and prayers. 
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The mishap reporting website aviationsafety.net adds: 
A Cirrus SR20 G6 crashed while performing touch-and-goes at Montgomery-Gibbs Executive Airport 
(MYF/KMYF), California. The pilot was transported to hospital in critical condition and died later of his 
injuries. A preliminary review of the LiveATC recording [at the 25 minute mark] shows that the pilot 
reported a trim issue less than a minute before the crash. 

See:   
https://flightaware.com/live/flight/N700YZ/history/20221105/1850Z/KMYF/KMYF 
www.beechtalk.com  
https://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/300551  
https://archive.liveatc.net/kmyf/KMYF1-Twr-Nov-05-2022-1830Z.mp3?fbclid=IwAR1A9ikZAlSux7-gHfETbMQshrXnqF4NhZLvUVEr6-KntlWwZ8t-pQtSsUc 

 
I’ll leave it to the professional investigators to take it from here and determine, as best as 
possible, what happened that ended with this tragedy. In FLYING LESSONS fashion, however, 
this does suggest some generic things to think about that relate to electric trim systems.  

The first LESSON is how to stop a trim runway in the event of malfunction. A prominent 
autopilot disconnect/trim interrupt pushbutton, often mounted on the upright portion of the 
pilot’s control wheel or stick, will shut off the autopilot when pushed. This same button may 
also interrupt the operation of electric trim associated with an autopilot…but only for as long 
as you hold the button down. This is usually the first step of a Trim Runaway emergency 
checklist.  
The next step may be to switch off a trim switch. Some electric trim systems have a toggle 
or rocker switch on the panel. Turn off the switch and you cut power off from the trim servos, 
presumably stopping the runaway. If the runaway was caused by an autopilot malfunction this 
prevents the broken autopilot from commanding movement to the flight controls. 

Next: pull the trim circuit breaker. This also removes power from the electric trim system.  

If that doesn’t work, turn off the avionics master switch. This too will remove power from the 
trim system—redundant to the earlier steps, but another way to stop the trim if the earlier steps 
aren’t effective.  

As a last-ditch effort if nothing else works, turn off the battery and alternator switches. 
Overkill, perhaps, and a worst-case, but if you have to this will remove electricity from both the 
autopilot and the trim that serves it. 	
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After turning off a malfunctioning autopilot or electric trim system, you still need to fly the 
airplane and get it safely on the ground. This involves, if possible, eliminating (or at least 
minimizing) the effects of the out-of-trim condition the airplane was in when you stopped the trim 
movement. For most legacy airplanes there is a manual backup to the electric trim system. Once 
the trim has stopped use the manual control to restore trim, then hand-fly it from there.   

But in many larger aircraft, and with increasing frequency in newer light airplane designs (like 
the Cirrus), the electric trim system is primary...and the only way to trim the airplane.  
This leaves us to consider just how we can overpower radically untrimmed flight controls 
in the aftermath of an autopilot malfunction. I wrote about this—among many other things—in an 
article for the Cirrus Owners and Pilots Association (COPA) that was posted to its website in 
September 2019. Here are the parts of this article pertinent to this week’s LESSONS:  
A Bonanza Pilot Flies the Cirrus Sim  
I’ve been flying and teaching in Beech Bonanzas and Barons for 30 years. Early in my career I 
ran the Beech factory-authorized Bonanza training program, which centered on a type-specific 
Flight Training Device, colloquially called a “simulator.” Teaching Bonanza and Baron pilots in 
“the sim” gave me a great appreciation of the value of simulation not only for procedures and task 
training, but more importantly for presenting scenarios and decision-making exercises.  
So when Michael Radomsky asked me to attend and critique his FEIST simulation program at 
North Las Vegas Airport in Nevada I jumped at the chance—not only would I experience the 
Cirrus simulator and Michael’s approach to type-specific teaching, I also hoped to be exposed to 
the decision-making and practical risk management taught in the Cirrus community and adapt 
these techniques to take back to Beechcraft pilots....  

...I’ve always wondered how a Cirrus pilot would handle a pitch trim runaway. I’ve experienced 
this “for real” in an A36 Bonanza and the pitch forces were enormous. In the Bonanza there is a 
manual trim wheel you can use to restore the trim setting after a runaway, and as subsequent 
trim changes are needed for approach and landing. The Cirrus, of course, does not have a 
manual trim—after responding to a trim runaway there is no way to reset the trim. You’ll have to 
aggressively fight the trim to successfully land the airplane. Michael said he had not been 
presenting trim runaway in his syllabus but agreed to try it with me to see if I was able to fly the 
airplane afterward....  

...[After much practice and near the end of my session], without warning Michael also presented 
the trim runaway we’d discussed in the briefing. I caught it immediately (I’ve taught trim runaways 
for 30 years), but after pulling the appropriate circuit breaker the control pressures were almost 
impossible to overcome to fly an approach. I pulled the red handle [activated the Cirrus Airframe 
Parachute System]. Michael agreed that trim runway probably requires engine shutdown and 
CAPS recovery because Cirrus does not include a manual trim control in the airplane.  
See:  
www.cirruspilots.org  
https://www.cirruspilots.org/Articles/a-bonanza-pilot-flies-the-cirrus-sim   
The most important LESSONS from this week’s tragedy at Montgomery Field:  

1. Read and practice the Trim Runaway procedure appropriate to the airplane you fly. If 
electric trim is standard equipment this will be an Emergency Procedures checklist. If 
electric trim is optional or an aftermarket installation the checklist will be in among the 
Emergency Procedures in the Pilot’s Operating Handbook/Airplane Flight Manual 
Supplement that is required to be carried aboard the airplane by the system installation. 

2. If you’re a flight instructor teaching in an airplane with electric trim but no manual backup, 
carefully expose your students to flight with progressively more out-of-trim 
settings in nose up and nose down conditions, including simulated traffic patterns and 
landing flares at altitude. Do this even if your student is a student pilot before he/she flies 
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the airplane alone for the first time. The airplane won’t give them a break because of their 
lack of experience…including what may have happened in San Diego. 

I wrote more about this, including how electric trim interfaces with autopilots and the overlap 
between trim runway and autopilot malfunction emergency procedures, in the June 24, 2021 
FLYING LESSONS Weekly.  
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/2021.0624-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Comments? Suggestions? Insights? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 
My friends and sponsors at Pilot Workshops extend this offer to all FLYING LESSONS readers in all aircraft types: 

 
 
See https://pilotworkshop.com/products/ifr-mastery-abs/?disc=20&campaign=abs&typeclub=abs  

 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Speaking of student pilots, and going back a few weeks into my Debrief in-box, a reader who 
wishes to remain anonymous writes about issues raised by the fatal Piper Malibu crash while 
being flown illegally by a student pilot—introduced in the October 13, 2002 FLYING LESSONS 
Weekly and discussed in detail in the October 20 and later Debriefs. 

I see pilots doing illegal things in planes continuously (especially recently). Other, honest pilots, try 
exceedingly hard to comply with even the most nuanced legal requirements. Our aviation system is based 
on compliance, not enforcement (especially at the part 91 level; a free for all). 

We terminated a pilot (460 hours total). He added 1100 hours to his logbook (parker pen time) and applied at 
a regional airline and earned his ATP. He flew for 8 months and was subsequently hired and flies as a captain 
in a Global Express (with very high-value passengers). When we pointed this out to the FAA they 
investigated [and] admitted we were most likely correct, but did nothing because the pilot's logs were lost; 
[That pilot] continues as (undertrained, inexperienced) jet captain. We filed FOIA [Freedom of Information 
Act] and have the FAA's admission in writing.  

Another operator bought one of our jets, cheap since it needed an expensive, mandatory inspection. It was not 
legal to fly without repair (which we made clear in writing as part of the sale, and we informed the pilots) A 
crew showed up anyway and flew it away! This company failed to even register this plane for a month and 
flew 32 illegal charters (documented on flight tracking services) during the first month of ownership. The 
FAA was informed by our managing 135 company but there was no action on the part of the FAA. They 
knew owners finally registered the jet and continued to fly it for another 8 months before repainting it and 
selling it for a huge profit; still non-compliant. The required inspection is still not legally completed and this 
jet is still flying. The FAA was informed immediately and this plane is still flying 2 years later; totally 
illegally! 

Another charter operator with a multi-engine commercial certificate [but not single-engine], regularly flies 
charter in a Cirrus (not rated) with no FAA action!  

My point? The FAA cannot or will not pursue these cases. Illegal flying is everywhere because the FAA 
system at the part 91 level is built on compliance. People willingly doing the right thing is apparently 
increasingly rare. If people want to cheat, they will; brazenly and often. Meanwhile 135 operators and 
certificate owners are often pursued and fined by the FAA for minor infractions and oversights. Welcome to 
the totally weird world of aviation "enforcement!"  
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Scary stuff. I strongly suspect there are many personal and business pilots out there flying 
without medical, not having completed a Flight Review in one or many cycles, without the proper 
certificate or ratings, etc…intentionally flaunting what should be the shared rules of flight. The 
FAA’s “compliance philosophy” promotes remedial education over penalties when the infraction 
appears to be inadvertent or accidental. Penalties are still applied in cases of flagrant willful 
violation. For any of this to happen, however, the pilot needs to somehow appear on FAA’s 
compliance radar…and then the FAA must choose to act. 

I’m all in favor of educating, and not penalizing, pilots for accidental infractions. But there has to 
be some way to protect innocent passengers like the wife of the PA46 “pilot” who was killed by 
her husband’s willful deviance to the point he was nearly invisible to regulators. Thank you, 
anonymous reader. 
See: 
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/2022.1013-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  
https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/2022.1020-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Read Ben Sclair of General Aviation News provides more insight: 
Interesting feedback on the Malibu accident. The majority of the responses, so far, seem to focus on this 
event from the perspective of "the proper way." Another thought for consideration:  

I believe it is possible he thought (believed) he learned all he needed to know to fly an airplane from his 
initial, and incomplete, flight training. Further, I believe it likely he had no intention of completing his 
training and earning a certificate. "Why do I need a certificate, if I know how to fly?"  

Transition training? A YouTube search for "Piper Malibu" returns dozens of likely helpful results. 

How'd he acquire the Malibu? Perhaps it was a private party transaction without the due diligence of a broker 
as noted by [reader] Dave Dewhirst. I wonder if that will come out in the investigation.  

Insurance? Recommended, but not required, as previously stated. 

For a person with no desire or perceived need to be "in the system" it is likely easier than we'd imagine 
to remain on the outside. 

Thanks for a great newsletter. 

Thank you as well, Ben. 
See:  
https://generalaviationnews.com  
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=piper+malibu   

Reader Samuel Dawson also responds to that LESSON: 
A common thread I've seen recently in crashes is a pilot exhibiting hazardous attitudes and behavior, 
[with] pilots at the airport recognizing these issues, yet remaining silent.  

Then the accident happens. Maybe a midair caused by an airplane that had a habit of flying high speed, 
straight in approaches. An accident by a pilot who is known for weak preflight procedures. Or a "pilot" 
without a certificate flying a PA-46 into bad weather, taking someone else with them. 

So my question is: did pilots at that airport recognize issues with this person? Did anyone talk to him? 
Bring it up with the airport manager? Was there a FAAST rep at the airport? Or, if talking to the 
individual did nothing, [did anyone] elevate it to the FAA? 

No one likes to be a "snitch," and I think getting the FAA involved should be a last resort. But when a 
person's attitudes and behaviors endanger not just themselves but those around them we are culpable when 
we remain silent. This is a case where speaking up might have saved an innocent person's life. 

This is not something we like to talk about as pilots, but perhaps it's a discussion that is long overdue. 

Indeed it is, Sam. Several times I’ve tried to write the definitive article “Waiting to Happen,” from 
the phrase an accident waiting to happen, with the answer to this quandary…but the solution 
eludes me. For U.S. readers, somehow the solution includes the FAA Hotline for reporting 
substantiated regulations violations. Readers, what do you think? 
See https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/aae/programs_services/faa_hotlines  
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More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
 

 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  

 

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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